
42.48% 65

1.96% 3

7.84% 12

37.25% 57

20.26% 31

Q1 Please indicate your connection(s) to
the Upper Canada District School Board.

Answered: 153 Skipped: 0

Total Respondents: 153  

# Other:  (please specify) Date

1 I am a retired Teacher, with a family cottage at Seeley's Bay. 2/7/2017 4:06 PM

2 I raised my children in a city and moved to this community later in life but as a parent I would honestly say that if my
local school became a bus ride away I would move. i can appreciate that if parents want to move to a rural community
they expect the children will be be bussed however anything more than a 30 minute ride twice a day is not good for
them - particularly the little ones. It is not unheard of for children to be bullied on buses and being on country roads for
longer periods of time only increases the likelihood of accidents - especially when there are NO SEAT BELTS. As a
member of a municipal Committee it is distressing to realize that one of the values of a move to this community is our
elementary school and without it we risk losing a large proportion of potential new members to the Lyndhurst and
Seeleys Bay Area.

2/7/2017 4:05 PM

3 I am a community member with children attending UCDSB schools 1/31/2017 4:35 PM

4 Former student 1/26/2017 11:02 PM

5 retired teacher 1/26/2017 5:10 PM

6 I am also a business owner in Township of Leeds and 1000 Islands. 1/23/2017 11:27 AM

7 We have grandchildren attending a UCDSB school. 1/22/2017 10:19 AM

8 I am a community member whose children went to Sweet's Corners. 1/20/2017 2:33 PM

I am a
parent/guard...

I am a student
attending a...

I am an UCDSB
employee

I am a
community...

Other:
(please...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Answer Choices Responses

I am a parent/guardian of student(s) at UCDSB school(s)

I am a student attending a UCDSB School

I am an UCDSB employee

I am a community member without children attending UCDSB Schools

Other:  (please specify)
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9 I am a former UCDSB student 1/20/2017 1:55 PM

10 My child is not quite school age yet but we live in the area and so when our child is old enough to go to school we had
planned on sending them to Sweets Corners.

1/20/2017 10:16 AM

11 I am a tax payer....if the school board can lower the cost of education tax by closing schools and decreasing their
expenditure they have my support.

1/20/2017 9:45 AM

12 Our two children went to Sweet's Corners School. 1/20/2017 8:27 AM

13 I am a community member who had children who went to school in the UCDSB 1/19/2017 10:24 PM

14 I have a business in community 1/19/2017 3:11 PM

15 Grandparent of grandchildren who attend the school. 12/14/2016 8:14 AM

16 I put my child into the Catholic School Board, due to how the french immersion program has caused such a divide in
the public school he had been attending

12/5/2016 9:04 AM

17 Our children attended Sweets Corners School. They are adults now. 11/25/2016 2:00 PM

18 I am a community member with a child entering the Schools 11/25/2016 1:59 PM

19 I was a student, my child was a student and now my grandchildren are students attending Sweets Corners Elementary
School.

11/25/2016 1:56 PM

20 I am a grandmother of children who have graduated from UCDSB 11/25/2016 1:55 PM

21 I attended elementary and secondary school in this area. My children attended here as well. I also worked for the
school board.

11/25/2016 1:51 PM

22 Past Student with family still living in the Rear of Leeds 11/8/2016 4:44 AM

23 Parent of future student of sweet corners 11/6/2016 10:19 AM

24 Retiree. 11/3/2016 6:47 PM

25 I'm a taxpayer with no children 11/2/2016 10:07 PM

26 I pay taxes to support public education. My children and my grandchildren attend(ed) a community school slated for
potential closure in the community in which we live ...

11/2/2016 7:48 PM

27 I am a retired employee of UCDSB, and a parent of children who have attended elementary school and high school in
the UCDSB.

11/2/2016 10:10 AM

28 Former student 11/1/2016 3:38 PM

29 Grandparent and great grandparent, past parent. 10/21/2016 5:21 AM

30 And a retired teacher from this Board 10/14/2016 6:04 PM

31 I am also a school bus driver for 2 UCDSB schools. 10/14/2016 4:46 PM
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Q2 The draft recommendations contained in
the Initial Staff Report for the

Accommodation Review are organized by
Feeder Groups of Schools. This refers to
the elementary schools and secondary

school(s) that students attend in
accordance with school

program boundaries.Please choose from
the list below, the feeder group of schools

for which you would like to provide
feedback. (Please note that there are no

recommendations impacting the
Gananoque or Russell Feeder Groups.)

Answered: 153 Skipped: 0
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Brockville -
(Brockville ...

Cornwall -
(Cornwall...

Seaway -
(Seaway...

North
Grenville -...

South
Grenville -...

Tagwi - (Tagwi
SS, Maxville...

Rothwell-Osnabr
uck -...

Glengarry -
(Glengarry D...

Char-Lan -
(Char-Lan DH...

Almonte -
(Almonte DHS...

Carleton Place
- (Carleton...

Perth - (Perth
DCI, Drummon...

Rockland -
(Rockland DH...

Vankleek Hill
- (Vankleek...

Rideau -
(Rideau DHS,...

Smiths Falls -
(Smiths Fall...

Athens -
(Athens DHS,...

North Dundas -
(North Dunda...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Answer Choices Responses
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0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

100.00%
153

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

Total 153

Brockville - (Brockville CI, Thousand Islands SS, Commonwealth PS, Front of Yonge ES, Lyn PS, Prince of Wales PS, Toniata PS, Vanier PS, and
Westminster PS)

Cornwall  - (Cornwall Collegiate Vocational School, St. Lawrence Secondary School, Bridgewood P.S., Central P.S., Eamer’s Corners P.S.,Viscount
Alexander P.S.)

Seaway - (Seaway District HS, Iroquois PS, Morrisburg PS)

North Grenville - (North Grenville DHS, Kemptville PS, Merrickville PS, Oxford-On-Rideau PS, South Branch ES)

South Grenville - (South Grenville DHS, Benson PS, Centennial '67 PS, Maynard PS, South Edwardsburg PS, Wellington ES)

Tagwi - (Tagwi SS, Maxville PS, North Stormont PS, Roxmore PS)

Rothwell-Osnabruck - (Rothwell-Osnabruck School (k-12), Longue Sault PS)

Glengarry - (Glengarry DHS, Laggan PS)

Char-Lan - (Char-Lan DHS, S.J. Mcleod PS, Williamstown PS)

Almonte - (Almonte DHS, Naismith Memorial PS, Pakenham PS, R Tait McKenzie PS)

Carleton Place - (Carleton Place DHS, Arklan Community PS, Beckwith PS, Caldwell Street PS)

Perth - (Perth DCI, Drummond PS, Glen Tay PS, Maple Grove PS, North Elmsley PS, Queen Elizabeth PS, The Stewart PS)

Rockland - (Rockland DHS, Rockland PS, Plantagenet PS)

Vankleek Hill - (Vankleek Hill CI, Pleasant Corners PS) * impacted by Glengarry recommendations

Rideau - (Rideau DHS, Rideau Centennial ES, Rideau Vista PS, South Crosby PS, Sweets Corners ES)

Smiths Falls - (Smiths Falls DCI, Chimo ES, Duncan J Schoular PS, Lombardy PS, Montague PS, Wolford PS)

Athens - (Athens DHS, Meadowview PS, Pineview PS)

North Dundas - (North Dundas DHS, Chesterville PS, Nationview PS, Winchester PS) *impacted by Seaway recommendations
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16.24% 19

34.19% 40

30.77% 36

18.80% 22

Q55 Please provide your response to these
Draft Recommendations. Select the
statement(s) that best describe your

thoughts, you will be asked to expand in the
next set of questions.

Answered: 117 Skipped: 36

Total 117

Yes, I support
all of the...

I support some
parts of the...

No, I don't
support the...

I have an
alternative ...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Answer Choices Responses

Yes, I support all of the DRAFT recommendations for this feeder group of schools.

I support some parts of the DRAFT recommendations for this feeder group of schools.

No, I don't support the DRAFT recommendations for this feeder group of schools at all and I don't have an alternative suggestion at this time.

I have an alternative to the DRAFT recommendations that would meet the board's objective to reduce surplus space in this feeder group of schools.
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Q56 If you indicated in Q3. that you support
some or all of the Draft Recommendations

for this feeder group of schools, please
describe what elements of the

recommendations are favourable to you.
Answered: 47 Skipped: 106

# Responses Date

1 Closing of Rideau centennial has been in the works for quite sometime,keeping nag a school open when the numbers
are so low that split or shared classrooms of more than 2 grades isn't fair to e students or teachers. Too difficult to
follow curiculum and provide children with support needed and required to succeed . I think sweets corners needs to
remain open,it's a newer, Larger facility with more open space around it that can be used for expansion if required,has
an awesome track, baseball diamond etc etc. Possibly bringing all the English speaking students to Sweets might be
an option . Or instead of expanding unto south Crosby or building a new school in Elgin bringing all student English
and French speaking to Sweets Corners might be a better option,then all students would have access to the track,
sports teams could be expanded and allow all children to be involved in numerous ,and a wide variety of activities and
subjects that only a larger school can offer.

2/8/2017 2:45 PM

2 I understand that Rideau Centenial has a small population that makes it hard to justify the cost of running the property,
however this survey doesn't allow a parent to commment on more than one option. For one thing, the plans do not
address the boundary changes that have been made in the past that have changed enrolment numbers; for example, I
live in the same house from which I went to ADHS but the boundary was shrunk and my child goes to RDHS. I have
an Athens address, a Delta home phone and a Seeley's Bay Fire department, which was a long distance phone call
before 911 was incorporated even though both Delta and Athens emergency departments are much closer. So you can
see how if Sweets closes, people in my area would rather send their children to Pineview than all the way to South
Crosby and then in turn to ADHS. Likewise, some will send their children to TIES rather than Elgin. All this about
numbers doesn't take into account all the students who are bused into secondary school in Brockville because they
don't think they can't get the course they want in the smaller rural schools. The catch 22 to this is because they are
bussed out, their funding goes to other schools and the smaller schools have less $ and therefore less to offer. A
reputation is also a factor in where parents choose to send their kids, and unfortunately South Crosby doesn't have a
good reputation concerning discipline and bullying. Whether warranted or not, it takes a long time to live down these
stories.

2/8/2017 2:40 PM

3 I've had kids in Rideau centennial and now one in South Crosby. Although the smaller classes were nice for more
teacher /student time to help. I know now the benefits of larger classes for $ reasons, and the benefits to the kids of
having more peers... South Crosby is amazing Any kid should be so lucky to attend.

1/27/2017 9:46 PM

4 Keeping south crosby open. I've heard talk of closing south crosby and keeping sweets corners this I don't want to
happen, only because they still have just parcell walls at sweets corners which would make if difficult for our kids with
hearing aids to focus on there teachers.

1/27/2017 1:16 PM

5 I support the second recommendation. But Sweets corners was the best school going to growing up and in the best
area. It shouldn't be closed! So many people will be disappointed if that happens.

1/26/2017 11:08 PM

6 Closure of Rideau Centennial 1/26/2017 9:57 PM

7 I support the closure of Rideau Centennial School 1/26/2017 9:31 PM

8 Close Rideau Centennial and bus them to South Crosby. 1/26/2017 7:52 PM

9 My children already attend South Crosby PS but I think it makes sense to close schools where the enrollment is very
low not only to reduce the cost on the school board and tax payers but to benefit the children too.

1/26/2017 7:24 PM

10 The closing of Rideau Centennial Very surprised it was not closed before now 1/26/2017 5:12 PM

11 I support the closing of Rideau Centennial school because of the low enrolment. I do not support the closing of
Sweet's Corners school because it is only 1 of 2 schools in the Township of Leeds and 1000 Islands with the other
being in Lansdowne. As a business owner in this township, I feel that people will not be willing to relocate to our area
in the future if there isn't a school in our end of the township.

1/23/2017 11:31 AM

12 I support closure of Rideau Centennial School and consolidating the attendance boundary for Rideau Centennial with
South Crosby.

1/22/2017 10:20 AM
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13 I support closing of the Rideau Centennial and South Crosby provided the following issues are addressed - the
economic effects of closing schools in villages - what value is placed on the extra time and costs of transportation -
how do children being bussed access any extracurricular activities at their school

1/22/2017 10:08 AM

14 Close Elgin and possibly Portland schools and bus to Sweets' Corners. The school is not old and lots of room sports
for sports events and extra parking as well as a small addition if necessary. Much cheaper than building a new school
in Elgin.

1/20/2017 1:18 PM

15 I do understand that in order to get the appropriate funding for the schools that there are changes that need to be
made but I am not in favour of closing down Sweets Corners. Granted it has been a long time since attending Sweets
Corners myself and I'm not exactly sure how great it is doing, ie test scores, the resources provided to give the
highest quality of education, the quality of teacher, etc.... But it is so close to where we live that I know my child's not
going to have to wake up ridiculously early to have over an hour bus ride to and from school and if I needed to get
there in a hurry it would take only 5 minutes to get there. If no other alternatives can be found to get the funding then
obviously I am in favour of whatever needs to be done to make sure my child is getting the highest quality of
education. My child is young but has such a love for learning already. I want to be somewhere that will provide the
tools needed to let that love for knowledge flourish. I would prefer that Sweets Corners not be closed and beg that you
find another way to get your funding but the bottom line for me is the quality of education my child gets. I think we
would have far less crime and unemployment rates if everyone was better educated.

1/20/2017 10:17 AM

16 South Crosby...is a bad choice....a better school choice would be sweets elementary. Cost is to high to clean Crosby
and build onto it.. I have been at all the schools. My observations stand with Sweets Corners Elementary.

1/20/2017 9:49 AM

17 I support the closing of Rideau Centennial. 1/19/2017 6:42 PM

18 The closure of Rideau Centennial and sending them to South Crosby i agree. 1/19/2017 3:17 PM

19 Rideau Centennial should have been closed years ago due to the low numbers. I do believe it is important to ensure
that alternates to South Crosby also be available as a public school as it is being the feeder school for french
immersion. I am of a European French background from my parents. I truly believe in people being able to have the
ability to speak and write in french especially as we are so close to Ottawa in this area, however, I do not agree with
how the program is being taught and did not enroll my child in it. There was a class Jk,Sk, Gr1 & Gr2 with a class
number that was at approx 12-14 through the year. The teachers were excellent and I truly can not say anything
negative about my experience with the school. My husband asked me to pull our child from the school stating he was
worried about being labelled as being in "the dummy class" by peers as time went on. I couldn't disagree because the
system is set up that our child would always be in 'the english class' and not with peers.

12/5/2016 9:05 AM

20 I can understand closing Rideau centennial because of its extremely low enrolment . I don't see closing Sweet corners
as a very wise decision . Sweets building is newer ,larger,and has more potential for expansion if need be. It had a
track and suitable facilities to hold sporting events inside and out. The actual numbers of children attending Elgin
versus sweets is not that different. Originally French Emerson was to be at sweets,now it seems only available at
south Crosby ,maybe this needs to be rethought out . Maybe busing children there instead of to Elgin might be a better
idea. Or having grades 7-8 return to the elementary schools would be a good idea.

11/26/2016 2:33 PM

21 I recognize that the elementary schools in question are not filled to capacity. This was inevitable, since grades 7&8
were moved to the High schools. Rural schools are unique, since they are a central part of each community. The
Board cannot fund each rural school at the current enollment. if a city school is closed, there will still be elementary
schools within the community . Students seem to travel to school via a bus, no matter where they live within the city
boundaries. Closure will not create a saving in this regard. Re building onto an existing school to accommodate
closures - Sweets Corners is already in a " neutral zone", not in a specific community ( I remember when it was built,
was involved in workshops for those teachers, the compromising that Seeleys Bay and Lyndhurst residents made to
enable this), all students are bused, has a track for sports, land for expansion of the building, and it is the newest
building in this jurisdiction. Why expand a school in an area with limited space - South Crosby, Westminster? RDHS is
a good school. Give/ keep it for Elgin. Don't give all to one community. Recognize the impact a rural school has for
rural residents. On another note, close ADHS, keep the elementary school open. Again, you have not robbed the
community of a school. What elementary school student who is bused out of that community , makes new friends, will
choose to go back to Athens to a school that offers limited courses for high school graduation?

11/25/2016 2:00 PM
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22 As a kid who grew up in Seeley's Bay and attended Sweet's Corners Elementary School from Kindergarten to Grade
8, I believe that a majority of my success as an adult can be attributed to the foundation I received at this school. This
small town school provides local connection to the surrounding communities, specialized learning experience, small
classes for individual attention, and life-long friends. Sweet's Corners taught me accountability, acceptance,
sportsmanship, and accomplishment. It taught me to give back to my immediate community and connected me to the
people within it. To this day, I still come back to Seeley's Bay to see people, or to the Lyndhurst Santa Clause Parade
because as a kid, my classmates and I were on a float. Or to the Legion in Seeley's Bay and in Lyndhurst because I
attended Remembrance Day services there - we filled the room with youth and hope while we mingled amongst the
aged and weathered. If you close Sweet's Corners Elementary School, you will be pulling the youth from the
community. You will be denying children the opportunity to grow in a safe, exemplary learning environment that is
close to their home. I sincerely hope that the funds become available to keep this school running. I am a better person
today because of my time at Sweet's Corners School.

11/25/2016 1:58 PM

23 I agree with the closure of Rideau Centennial School as I understand it has very low enrollment. I agree that the
attendance boundary for Rideau Centennial School be consolidated with South Crosby P.S.

11/25/2016 1:56 PM

24 I am concerned when I hear of small schools closing. I was one of the last students to attend Forfar public school.
Some 20 students and one teacher with very little in the way of fancy educational extras according to today's
standards. However, what that tiny school did provide because of its small "family" evronment were deep and lasting
values. Older children watched over younger ones. Boys and girls of all ages played together and formed bonds that
followed us though high school and beyond. We had a child with a disability (polio) some with a language barrier,
wealthy and poor families. No matter, we were family. I recently had the opportunity to provide a class to the students
at Rideau Centennial and was truly impressed with students. Just like I remeber from my 'one room school' days these
children demonstrated respect, not only to me, but for each other. It was an honour to have been involved with this
school. My point: while I understand there is a cost that must be justified, I sincerely hope that the human benefits of
these small schools are not overlooked in this process.

11/25/2016 1:52 PM

25 I support closing Rideau Centennial School and having those students go to either South Crosby, Rideau Vista or
Lombardy depending on where they live. I support the closing of Sweet's Corner PS if and only when the is funding
secured from the ministry to make additional space available at South Crosby.

11/15/2016 9:51 AM

26 Closing Rideau Centennial might be favorable if necessary, however closing Sweet's Corners is not. 11/14/2016 4:56 PM

27 Closing Rideau Centennial is a positive move. 11/8/2016 4:38 PM

28 Cost effective 11/2/2016 10:11 PM

29 Numer 2. 11/2/2016 2:52 PM

30 Closing Rideau Centennial 11/2/2016 10:34 AM

31 I support #2, but do not support #3. Share the upgrades between South Crosby and Sweets, and keep them both
open. Rural schools offer a sense of community that cannot be found in larger schools in larger centres. We are all
losing this sense of community as we become more and more homogenous, and it is this sort of solid community
foundation that allows our students to become successful and contributing members of society.

11/2/2016 10:18 AM

32 Closure of Rideau Centennial. Students to attend South Crosby. 11/1/2016 9:36 PM

33 I agree with closing the Portland school as the numbers have been low for a number of years. 11/1/2016 8:49 PM

34 I understand that there may be insufficient critical mass at Rideau Centennial to be viable, and that a consolidation at
that location may be necessary. However, in general I am opposed to the closure of rural schools because I don't
think pupil:cost formula should be the only factor in determining the best quality of education for children, because I
think that proximity to home and community matter, AND because schools are a vital part of community vitality in rural
Ontario.

11/1/2016 1:12 PM

35 The closure of Rideau Centennial school is something they have wanted to do for a while but closing Sweets Corners
is not the best idea since South Crosby will be over crowded

10/25/2016 2:14 PM

36 I understand that some schools will face closures, however in the case of schools within small communities, such as
Athens for example, there are no LOCAL alternatives, meaning that students will have to be bused to the larger
community schools. Standard it seems these days, but commute time and/or additional commute takes away from life
-- they'll have enough of their life taken when they're adults. Seems like a silly reason, but the adults reading his survey
should take some time to examine their own lives.

10/24/2016 4:01 PM

37 I agree that Portland should close. However , I would like to see this become an adult alternative education building.
Their are many adults in the surrounding area that can not afford to travel into larger areas.

10/22/2016 8:11 PM

38 Rideau Centennial should be closed and Sweets Corners should be used to accommodate all South Crosby and
Rideau centennial students. If an expansion is required it can easily be accomplished on the Sweets Corners site
because there is ample land to do so.

10/22/2016 8:55 AM
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39 I support 1 and 2 recommendations. Its about time Portland school was closed..waste of time, money and building plus
are the kids really getting a proper education? This was suppose to have closed years ago when moving the 7/8's to
the highschool

10/22/2016 7:12 AM

40 Closure of rideau centennial school 10/21/2016 5:39 AM

41 I agree that, yes, if there are not enough students to warrant keeping the 2 schools opened then financially it makes
sense to close those schools. But my concern is that the remaining schools will be over crowded or that classroom
sizes will be too large. Hopefully that will not be the case.

10/15/2016 9:47 PM

42 Closure of Rideau Centenial 10/14/2016 11:23 PM

43 All of them make better school by closing smaller one where less student are and use the saving to help the teachers
and students further their education Buy more computers

10/14/2016 9:43 PM

44 Longer bus rides for young student, over crowding of school that are already understaffed and don't meet the needs of
many struggling students

10/14/2016 7:01 PM

45 The closure of Rideau Centennial. When I retired as Principal from RCS in 1996 we had 227 students. 10/14/2016 6:08 PM

46 all 10/14/2016 5:14 PM

47 Due to the current very low enrollment at Rideau Centennial School, I agree that it makes sense to close this facility,
particularly as the students there can be accommodated at Rideau Vista and/or South Crosby.

10/14/2016 4:55 PM
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Q57 If you indicated in Q3. that you do not
support the Draft Recommendations, please
use this space to help us understand what

could be done to improve the
recommendations.

Answered: 43 Skipped: 110

# Responses Date

1 There are already to many students at South Crosby. I chose to send my child to sweets corners because they have
an excellent rating in education, according to the Fraser institute, well over a point and a half, and climbing!
http://ontario.compareschoolrankings.org/elementary/SchoolsCompare.aspx So why is it considered to shut a school
down that is doing so well with its students? Adding more students to a school that is already over loaded will hurt the
rating they currently have. Last year when I was looking at the school I wanted to choose for my child, I looked at
South Crosby, my child was going to be one of 34 students, in one of 3 classes and that's only the English ones. I don't
want my child to be apart of a mega school.

2/8/2017 2:42 PM

2 With closures, you must look at realignment of boundaries for what is most convenient for the parents. Bus rides are
supposed to be under 30 minutes but in rural areas that would mean more buses going long routes with fewer
students in order to achieve his mandate! What works in urban areas doesn't work where students are located
remotely.

2/8/2017 2:40 PM

3 The report states that there will be closures of Elementary schools, pending upgrades for facilities at South Crosby
School. Can't some of these "facility upgrades" be done for Sweet's Corners School, in order to save the disruption of
the lives of those families involved there , not to mention the staff of that school? I have heard from a parent, that her
child would have to ride a school bus,( with the proposed changes) for upwards of an hour ..or more.. , from the
current short ride that student takes now.(about 15 mins max) From a different perspective, I believe there is a good
relationship between the school and the Lyndhurst Legion Branch, for different events during the year, most
importantly, the attendance at the Legion Cenotaph for Nov.11th Services; The annual Poster;Essay and Poetry
Contests as well as Public Speaking Contests in mid-winter. The school also participates each year in the Community
of Lyndhurst's Annual Turkey Fair, by staging a display and operating a Fund -Raiser for School activities,etc, during
that event. It seems to me, as an outsider, (but one with close ties to both Education service and Legion service) that
shutting down the Sweet's Corners School will do an injustice to all of those people within the parameters of that
school's boundaries. I feel it is worth revisiting the Board's overall " Capital Priorities Plan" to critically review the pros
and cons of closure, but under a larger microscope this time, with more emphasis on the total impact on the
Community as well.

2/7/2017 4:18 PM
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4 One of the reasons that we moved here was so our school could experience the small community and that I closed
the school. Our children have advanced so much since there. Our one child has additional needs and the school was
not pushing med, but instead took precautions to help my child be successful. For example, does not so well in in
hallways when loud and crowded, so get dresses in classroom. This is only one example on how smaller schools can
individualize the routine for each child who needs it. Our children do very well in academics and both are in a slipt
classes. Each teacher recognizes each of their limits and provide extra work in higher grades if needed. In larger
classes this would not happen and you .You would see children getting "bored" and then possibly be sent into the hall
or office, only to be labeled as a" bad child". How can you say this with certainty? You ask. My children went to a
school where there was two of every grade sometimes three of each grade. My oldest did not understand french and
only had one year of it when we came to sweets was with kids who had french since JK and was lost. But because the
class was a bit smaller the teacher was able to give the extra time and soon, and I mean within a couple months was
excelling. Each teacher is in regular communication with me and I don't me through email. Through agendas. I know
all teachers are expected but camping even more children into the class means that our children may not have that as
they are not the most help needed or our some who health issues will not have that extra attention needed because
they do not qualify for an EA. Let me ask a question. If the legal ratio in a licence daycare is 1 licenced professional to
15 children (responsible for all 15) ages 3.8 to 12, how can you say craming 20 plus children into a classroom with
someone who is teaching and helping to firm our children into adult of our furture? Not to mention, if you create this
school, our children will need to be up so early and then home earlier to a home where parents are at work to pay their
taxes for their kids to go to cramped classes, only to then have to pay a babysitter ( which there is a lack off
(remember I have a special needs child and need someone more capability then a student) already in this community.
Let's not forget what that school is for this community. It is the heart and soul! Even for the parents who's children
attention. All year long it is the "middle way" location for kids and parents to get together. If closed what happens to
the building? Who maintains it? Nothing and no one. Where are our kids gong to play soccer? Have after school
events (with short transportation to go pick up) ? This move will be like taking children from a small family and placing
them in a house with 25 more children, less adult interaction and saying you will be alright. Not right! Why don't you
spend time at these schools you think need to be closed? Then at a larger school and see the difference. Not knowing
in ignorance. I mean more than a couple hours. Spend a week at sweet s and see who it is. I bet you will see more
parent interaction than you do in schools where it is 20 drive from home? For example is my children get moved to
Elgin and I am in work it will take me almost an hour to get to my children if there was ever an emergency. And I will
tell you it happens more than l like. Now it takes about 30-40 minutes depending g on traffic and time.of the year. That
20 minutes can make a huge difference!! You take this school away you take the heart of the community!

2/2/2017 4:12 PM

5 Students from Rideau Centennial School should have the option of going to Rideau Vista PS or South Crosby. Sweets
Corners should not be closed.

1/26/2017 9:31 PM

6 I think closing Sweets Corners pending rebuild at South Crosby is ludicrous! South Crosby does not have the room to
build additions. And as any student who has ever used a portable can say, THEY ARE NOT AN ADDITION!!!! Sweets
Corners has plenty of room to rebuild on while still leaving amble room for the play yard. Any rebuilding at South
Crosby would take away from an already cramped yard.

1/26/2017 7:52 PM

7 I am in favour of school closures but am not in support of the upgrades at South Crosby Elementary School. The
location may be favourable as it is centered between Sweets and Rideau Centennial, but the property is not an area to
accommodate extra students. If repairs and renovations are being considered to an older building, where outside
space is already limited, then a new building in or near Elgin could be a long range plan.

1/25/2017 7:01 PM

8 It is of utmost importance that smaller communities keep their schools. We are continually losing services, etc. due to
lack of this or that. This has a snowball affect. If you remove schools even fewer people will see the community as a
desirable place to live and will choose to move elsewhere. Please give the area outside of the major cities a break!
Many students are bussed out of our Municipality and County. Perhaps the services they desire in the other locations
should be offered here. It would increase enrollment PLUS reduce/eliminate the cost of the unbelievable number of
buses. It's time you found another way to decrease costs besides taking the easy way out and closing our rural
schools.

1/21/2017 2:19 PM

9 -provide the schools with a longer period of time (at least a year) to come up with possible ideas to encourage
alternate uses for empty class space. Give the schools time to pursue and implement these ideas.

1/20/2017 2:33 PM

10 Many years ago, the schools in Seeleys Bay and Lyndhurst were closed and a new school built at Sweets Corners to
accomodate those children. This is a new school with facilities much better than those in South Crosby Public School
yet you are proposing the closer of the newer and more modern school in favor of an older school that can not hold all
of the students that would be bussed to that area. Perhaps, you should look at forcing children to attend the school in
their area rather than allowing them to chose a school based, not on curriculum, but so that they can attend school
with their friends. Another option would be to have a french immersion program at Sweets Corners that would not
require bussing outside of our community. While I do not have children of school age, my grandchildren attend Sweets
Corners School and love it there. It would be a great loss to a community that is facing closure of its bank and
community hall. I am tired of being treated like a second class citizen because I chose to live in rural Ontario

1/20/2017 2:33 PM
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11 My children started going to sweets corners elementary school. My child had a rough start in the first school and so we
move and switched them to sweets , ever since my child is doing so much better . My child still has a few struggles but
the principal and teachers are so amazing at finding ways to help them better learn without making any negative
thought. My children love their school and all the staff , as do I . My kids and myself would be completely heart broken
if sweets were to be closed. I think we should find something alternative to do instead of closing down schools.

1/20/2017 10:08 AM

12 South Crosby...is a bad choice....a better school choice would be sweets elementary. Cost is to high to clean Crosby
and build onto it.. I have been at all the schools. My observations stand with Sweets Corners Elementary.

1/20/2017 9:49 AM

13 1. I object to the premise that the space is surplus e.g. when grade 7 and 8 remained at Sweets Cors ES there was no
significant surplus space. 2. The recommendations could be improved by considering more than the direct costs of the
school. Had the more indirect contributions of the school to the community e.g. making the area attractive for people
with children, keeping young people in the area for local employers, different conclusions would have been arrived at.

1/19/2017 10:48 PM

14 I do not support the closing of Sweet's Corners P.S. There are statistics available that indicate that the population in
this part of Leeds County will grow in the future. With the growth in the east part of Kingston, and the former Pittsburg
Twp. , Seeley's Bay will experience the addition of new families. In addition, both Seeley's Bay and Lyndhurst have
very active community groups who are working diligently on economic revitalization. It makes no sense to spend
monies to build a new school in Elgin when Sweet's Corners P.S. is a very adequate facility. This school has a strong
community spirit and it should remain.

1/19/2017 6:42 PM

15 I feel That at Sweet Corners they have overlooked the fact the school in newer then south crosby , needs less
upgrades, has a large land base . Potential building on to the existing sweets corners school if needed . The track and
field at Sweet Corners is the best in the area with alot of money invested in it . I

1/19/2017 3:17 PM

16 Have french taught as math, english, gym etc is taught, as a class and let all the kids be with their peers, and this
would keep the numbers up in the smaller communities as well.

12/5/2016 9:05 AM

17 Small, rural schools are a vital part of the community. The physical and mental well being of students is at its highest
when students attend a school where they are individually known and all of their different needs can be meant.
Students mental and physical well being will not be meant by enduring longer bus rides and the added anxiety of
changing schools, classmates and teachers. Other alternatives can be found that could benefit both the students and
the school board. There is never only one way to solve a problem. The best decisions are made when thought has
been given to many different options and scenarios as well as the feedback of the community are considered. Bigger
is not always better. Sweets Corners is a facility situated on 13 acres of land with much room to expand and still
maintain a superior outdoor space for students. As well, other community use partners can be found to help with full
use of the school on a daily basis. Catchment areas as well as other types of programming should be considered as
well.

12/1/2016 1:25 PM

18 See my previous comments. We have lived rurally in the area I addressed in my comments. Our children attended
Sweets. We are retired teachers, and we have each taught at these rural elementary and high school while living
there. UCDSB is a widespread board, rural and urban, extensive geographically- big difference between the areas.
Listen to the public. Other boards are expanding! Keep our board viable, respond to your clientele, share its influence
and do not give ALL to single communities. Brockville school closures , where students already cross boundaries, will
not be as painful for brockville residents.

11/25/2016 2:00 PM

19 Stop closing viable schools. 11/25/2016 1:59 PM

20 I do not agree with the closure of Sweet's Corners as I feel the school has far more to offer than South Crosby PS
does. With a bigger school it can house more kids, and with a much bigger property, it lends itself well to the
necessary outdoor play required for students to have healthy outdoor activity. Sweet's Corners can play host to area
schools for cross country events. Perhaps Rideau Centennial and South Crosby P.S. should in fact come to Sweet's
Corners.

11/25/2016 1:56 PM

21 Cut board employee salaries in order to keep teachers in place at Sweet's Corners. 11/14/2016 4:56 PM

22 1-look at the children and their needs before closing Sweets Corners. There are many children who attend that school
with special needs that would not do well in a bigger school setting 2-look at the amount of time the children will need
to spend on a bus and with the children who cannot deal with riding on a bus what that would mean. The driving time
alone should be a big consideration 3-look at what else could be done with Sweets Corners to reduce the cost of
operating the school, i.e. allowing space for Children's Mental Health to run programs out of, allowing space to be
used by a licensed daycare, allow space to be used by Ontario Early years to offer more programs, configure the
space used by the school to allow better access for non school use.

11/11/2016 2:40 PM

23 Closing Sweets Corners would be destructive to the communities of Seeley's Bay and Lyndhurst. Having a school
locally provides economic benefits to Leeds and the Thousand Islands. The communities from north of Portland
through to Seeley's Bay is too large a geographic area for one school. The Sweets Corners School is a wonderful
facility. Surely some part of it could be used by the community to benefit the school not closing?

11/8/2016 4:38 PM
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24 As rural Ontario moves into the next phase of transformation it would be critical for the board to recognize that when
we close our community schools it usually results in numerous other relocations and or closures in that community.
New residents looking at relocating will not move to communities that cannot support children entering into a local
community school. They do not want their children riding buses for the long extended periods that would occur with
the closure of Sweets Corners. The community schools serve residents in other areas that are separate from the
education component. When these community schools are closed it usually leads to a disappearance of community
stability.

11/8/2016 5:20 AM

25 Closing sweeet corners public school will mean we will not be relocating to the area to live as this school is future
school for our toddler. Very sad to hear this as we had fallen in love with the area.

11/6/2016 10:22 AM

26 Sweets Corners could remain open and Elgin students could be transported to Sweets corners where there is plenty of
room for expansion.There is little room for Elgin school to expand.Elgin has already received the grade 7 and 8
students which if they remained at Sweets Corners would have filled that school up considerably.Sweets Corners
school has great support from students parents and community.

11/3/2016 8:42 PM

27 Do not close the school. It is an important part of rural communities. 11/3/2016 2:42 PM

28 Move the French Immersion students back to Sweet's corners where they were prior to the move to South Crosby,
send all the South Crosby students to Sweet's corners, which has room for the entire staff and students without
building on. Sweet's corners is a younger, single story school, totally handicapped accessible. (whereas South Crosby
is not totally handicapped accessible as it is a 2 story school. Sweet's corners has a outdoor track and lighted ball
diamond and acres of land for a future expansion if it was necessary. Send the RIdeau Centennial students to
Lombardy, not South Crosby.

11/2/2016 3:15 PM

29 I think the physical space at South Crosby is too limited. Sweet's Corners has much more land/green space and has
the track. Also, the school is in better physical shape.

11/2/2016 10:34 AM

30 Closing Sweet's Corners would negatively impact the students, their families and the surrounding community. It is a
close knit school community where teachers, parents and students work collaboratively to promote and maintain a
positive, supportive and inclusive environment for all. This type of environment cannot be achieved by amalgamating
small schools to create larger ones. Closing Sweet's would be detrimental to students and the community.

11/1/2016 10:11 PM

31 I disagree with the closure of Sweets Corners E.S. I would suggest you close South Crosby before closing Sweets.
Students currently attending South Crosby could be split between Rideau Vista and Sweets Corners. South Crosby
does not have the space available nor the grounds compared to Sweets Corners.

11/1/2016 8:49 PM

32 South Crosby school is already overcrowded. Sending more kids there will just expand the class sizes even more and
I don't see any good in that. My child attends Sweets and there are 27 kids in the class. I think that is plenty. However,
if we have to combine schools I think all the kids should be brought to Sweets. There's plenty of room there and plenty
of room to expand. The school is also in a great area.

10/31/2016 3:02 PM

33 I do not support moving sweets corners. 10/22/2016 8:11 PM

34 Move all students to sweets corners. This school has the desired space to use for expansion. Sports fields. Nature
trails for summer and winter can be expanded on as in the past, winter skiing and snow shoeing. Safe and secure
environment because it stands alone. Not embedded in a village.

10/21/2016 5:39 AM

35 Sweets Corners school should remain open due to the fact the facility is newer, can accommodate current students
and onset of students from South Crosby and still have room to expand, and the school is central to Lyndhurst,
Seeleys Bay, Elgin. Ideal do give grade 6 graduates to two schools for intermediate and highschool options. More
fiscally sound option as Sweets costs less to run as a facility also.

10/19/2016 8:07 PM

36 I don't think closing Sweets Corners is appropriate. The board seems to be treating this rural board as though it is
urban. Of course there will sometimes be extra spaces but to basically 'make space' using portables? That is
ridiculous. Talk about disrespecting the way of life around here. Also, stop acting like this is supposed to be for the
good of these communities. We all know it is about the money. Perhaps some of the positions at the board office level
should be axed to save money. Our board had a more top heavy salary setup than any other board in the province.

10/19/2016 4:12 PM

37 I don't feel that the South Crosby School will have enough playground for the children if students are brought in from
Rideau Centennial and Sweet's Corners School. I know that Sweet's Corners school is not slated to close right away.
However, if you have to add on to South Crosby to accommodate these students that will take space for playground
and parking areas. The most sensible thing would be to keep open a school where there is a lot of playground area
and room to expand the school building such as at Rideau Centennial.

10/19/2016 3:20 PM

38 I don't support the closure of sweets corner school. It is a school that is needed in the community for Rural kids to
have access to.

10/19/2016 11:19 AM

39 Sweet's corners ES is serves a rural area and is vital to communities of Seeley's Bay, Lyndhurst, Morton and other
smaller hamlets. Closing this school would devastate this sea and kids of age 4 and up would have bus rides
approaching an hour!

10/14/2016 8:26 PM
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40 I don't support the closing of these small schools. I believe that moving all children into over crowded large schools
with less teaching staff is a poor decision for both teachers and children. Children already do not recieve enough
attention and supervision in schools, how would this improve it?? These small schools with low population facilitate a
sense of family and the teachers actually care about every child's growth and development within the school. The
children are not just a "number" or "face in the crowd". Teachers and students respect each other and they are
followed and card about all the way from K-6!

10/14/2016 8:16 PM

41 While I understand there is a bottom line to consider, it is very unfortunate to see a school like Rideau Centennial and
especially Sweets Corners Elementary school be closed. I strongly feel that Rideau centennial in Portland would make
an excellent middle school for intermediate students. This would free up gym time at the already over-scheduled
Rideau district high school gymnasium (an ongoing problem) moreover, it would separate the grade sevens and eights
from the older high school age students which there is definitely a concern among the parents for keeping their
children from older influences at that sensitive age. As for Sweets Corners school that has such potential for
approximately 300 students capacity and an amazing property including a baseball diamond, soccer field and Track, -
which would cost tens of thousands to replace- it would be a complete loss to the community to lose the school. It
certainly seems wasteful to add on to South Crosby in Elgin which would incur extensive additional costs. We are a
small community of communities, and prefer to have our spatial communities to remain in tact. Bussing will also be an
added expense to consider if those students will be transported from the Lyndhurst, Seeleys Bay and Black Rapids
area to Elgin. Elgin will be like a big-box "Walmart" of the schools in the Rideau area. My biggest concern is that with
people having larger families since about 2008, my concern is that in 10 to 15 years, enrolment will be up again and
there will be a need to re-open more schools when there are already perfectly good ones in existence. If it is simply
not feasible to keep these buildings open, I would love to see the space is rented out on a temporary basis so that this
school board can fall back on their continued ownership in future years to come.

10/14/2016 8:02 PM

42 Look into alternative solutions that would not close schools that are structurally sound and working efficiently. It is a
poor decision to close two schools (Portland and Sweet's Corners) and have these students transferred to South
Crosby. South Crosby Elementary School is running inefficiently now with old windows, uncomfortable temperatures,
aging infrastructure, and limited land availability for expansion.

10/14/2016 7:25 PM

43 Start saving money by reducing board positions many board employees are over paid. 10/14/2016 7:01 PM
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Q58 If you indicated in Q3. that you have an
alternative to the Draft Recommendations,

please use this space to describe your
alternative(s) in greater detail.

Answered: 30 Skipped: 123

# Responses Date

1 Refurbishing schools and adding buses is costly. Putting Pineview and ADHS together as a Jk to 12 would require
extensive building modification to physically meet the needs of children ages 4 to 17 or 18! I don't know how you can
predict the enrolment when so many cross boundaries are allowed but every school wants to fill their spaces even if it
means taking them from another school. Don't fall into the trap of talking percentages when actual numbers of
students gives a more realistic picture of what can be done. Adding portables to existing schools after closing others
will result in the crowding like TIES ,which meant they lost areas that had been designated for specialty classes of
music, computer areas. A parent from TIES told me that because of higher than expected numbers, the money came
out of what was designated for the air conditioning and so a building that was not built for cross ventilation is stifling in
the hotter months. Is it any wonder parents don't trust the board to make the right decisions for people not just the
bottom line.

2/8/2017 2:40 PM

2 My greatest concern is the jk,sk,gr 1 & 2 students using bus transportation which means they are starting with a full
day program which many of the Junior kindergartens take some time and effort to get used to. It is already too long a
day for many of them and tacking on a long bus ride is not optimal. I wonder if there is any potential to rent a space in
the local communities to accommodate this age group. Each of the villages have empty buildings which with minor
adjustments would be suitable for a classroom situation. Children would require minimal transport and would be
socializing with members of their own community. Making friends with children an hours drive away makes social ing
outside of the school much more difficult for parents. . Once they are in gr. 3, the issue of bussing is not as great a
concern - although, I still feel very strongly that allowing transport without seatbelts is dangerous and reckless. A 40 or
50 pound little body hurtling forward into the metal back of a bus seat is not safer than wearing a seat belt and
potentially being injured by it. Parents are charged if they do not seat belt their children and I see no reason that bus
companies should not have to follow the same rules. Increasing the amount of time they are on the bus only increases
this risk.

2/7/2017 4:06 PM

3 I have been following the Pupil Accommodation Review and ARC process with great interest as the decisions that will
be made by this Board, dictated by funding cuts inflicted by the Ministry of Education will clearly impact the small
communities in which these schools reside. While I live in the Athens feeder school area – my comments apply
across the board as these decisions affect not only the rural communities but the formative years of our future
community leaders and citizens. Can children be given the tools, programs and opportunities required to meet the
current curriculum while being housed in an inventory of facilities that are aging? I would argue that yes they can.
They can learn the curriculum required of them and they can learn life lessons afforded them as they do so in small
communities where enhanced opportunities for learning are offered through volunteers, partnerships with local
businesses, and all the other parts that make up a whole community – one that a school is an integral part of. The
Ministry of Education must work to meet the concurrent mandates of fellow ministries: Economic Development &
Growth, Environment, Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs, and Municipal Affairs who, among others, all espouse the
necessity of investing in the viability of rural areas. Fostering vibrant rural economies by prioritizing a high quality and
accessible (ie. the right number of schools in the right places) education system is a must. If the Ministry of Education
has forgotten this, then I call on the UCDSB and all of its counterparts to stand up and remind them. Do what we ask
our young people to do on a daily basis; show good character and integrity and stand up for what is right. Demand that
funding formulas reflect the needs of all Ontarians, even those living outside the GTA. No changes should be made
without true and legitimate discussion with municipalities and the communities in which schools are located and the
citizens (no matter how young) who will be affected. Dialogue needs to be two way with a true back and forth and
sharing of ideas. Parents should not be asked to 'save their school'. Honest information needs to be shared. Are
proposed recommendations for moving children to schools without adequate space into portables a temporary
measure or are these going to be their quarters for a decade or more while funding priorities siphon their way down to
all affected schools? Are we being asked to accept these unacceptable conditions without a true say for our children?
Do whatever you can to put our childrens' needs first. Don't be short-sited looking only at what will bring this Board
more dollars in the short term. Show character always and create futures for all children in their communities. Lead
the way and stand up for learning for all.

1/31/2017 4:35 PM
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4 I think closing Sweets Corners pending rebuild at South Crosby is ludicrous! South Crosby does not have the room to
build additions. And as any student who has ever used a portable can say, THEY ARE NOT AN ADDITION!!!! Sweets
Corners has plenty of room to rebuild on while still leaving amble room for the play yard. Any rebuilding at South
Crosby would take away from an already cramped yard.

1/26/2017 7:52 PM

5 KEEP SWEETS CORNERS SCHOOL OPEN.. It is newer than South Crosby School, in better repair and has room to
expand as its' acreage is larger. The loss of this school will have a serious impact on the lives of those in the
Lyndhurst/Seeley's Bay catchment area and the children involved.. It will discourage young families from making a
home in these hamlets and the surrounding area which will have an economic impact on everyone who makes this
region their home., It will require small children to spend an INTOLERABLE AMOUNT OF TIME ON BUSES WHICH
AMOUNTS TO CHILD CRUELTY. Taking children out of their immediate catchment area puts them at an ACADEMIC
AND EMOTIONAL DISADVANTAGE due to less time in the schoolroom, no extracurricular activities and fatigue from
long commutes..

1/21/2017 3:31 PM

6 Sweets Corners should not be one of schools closed as newer than others with large green space for sports and
recreation. School closure takes young families out of the community reducing the viability of rural communities..

1/21/2017 10:20 AM

7 -lobby the government to impress upon them the importance that schools have a role in maintaining a vibrant
community, especially in rural areas. -help local areas and schools establish daycares in schools. Maybe work with
other agencies such as the YMCA to establish the day care. -encourage the community to use the school for events.
Examples would be quilting groups, craft groups, exercise classes, sporting activities, thrift stores, food banks.

1/20/2017 2:33 PM

8 South Crosby...is a bad choice....a better school choice would be sweets elementary. Cost is to high to clean Crosby
and build onto it.. I have been at all the schools. My observations stand with Sweets Corners Elementary.

1/20/2017 9:49 AM

9 Schools are an important part of any community. Traditionally, schools have only been operational for student learning
and are therefore open from 8:00 to 5:00 weekdays, but then closed on weekends and during holidays. Looking at
alternatives for the building use during these "down" times is essential to keeping schools open and a vital part of the
community. School closures are often the death knell for communities, and they struggle to stay viable after the school
is closed. Also, properties tend to have more difficulty in selling when there is no local school, so families with young
persons don't move into the area, so there is a continuing dearth of children - leading to a self-perpetuating prophecy.
I realize that the Funding formula that the Ministry has in place makes it extremely difficult for rural schools to stay
open as rural communities just don't have the number of children to generate enough money. Therefore we need to
find the money elsewhere. Here are some ideas (really ideas can be endless once you start thinking): 1. Rent school
space to community events (bazaars, dances, adult exercise classes, music festivals, art festivals, karate, judo
classes, etc.) 2. Partnership with other community facilities to rent space in the school (library, post office, restaurant,
etc.). This, of course, would take a lot of work and reaching out to other agencies, but surely it is a better use of time
and personnel to look for solutions rather than just throw up your hands and say "Let's close the school"!

1/20/2017 9:13 AM

10 I am confident that your demographic projections are flawed for the Hwy 15 corridor north of Kingston (SCES), and
that you should be planning for growth and making smart use of the large property you own at that school to
accommodate more students.

1/20/2017 8:46 AM

11 Sweets is "under-subscribed". Why? It is about 60 students short. Why? Recently grades 7 & 8 were moved out. That
is why. They could be moved back. In much of the province there is concern about crowded class rooms. Not here!
This would be a big attraction of our area but for one problem: funding is on a per-student basis. If funding was on a
per-school basis regardless of how many students attended that school, suddenly the school would be financially
sound. So change it. It is interesting that in the Township official plan there is a focus on community, and little
attention paid to schools. The M of Ed pays attention to schools and little attention to the communities where the
schools are located. A more integrated approach is needed. Consider the town of Delta where the school was closed.
Then the Petrocan closed and the bank shut. Schools are parts of communities and enable people to live in rural
areas. It is worth providing education to children, without ever longer bus rides. Remember that children do not choose
where their parents live. Education is worth paying for. It is not a business.

1/20/2017 8:40 AM

12 1. Available space could be rented for businesses to offset costs of keeping school open. 2. Local townships could be
invited to collaborate with the school board to utilize the space e.g. shared library space, shared sports facilities 3.
Space could be offered to Colleges and possibly Universities to run courses 5. Alternatively we could continue to run
excellent small schools and have small class sizes (for a change) and people might move to the country so their kids
could attend these excellent schools.

1/19/2017 10:48 PM

13 Increase use of schools beyond instructional hours. Consider daycare spaces in rural schools for rural parents. There
is no Y, etc to provide this. Open the school for adult fitness programs, in after school hours. I am clearly sensitive to
Rural schools, as is obvious by my comments.

11/25/2016 2:00 PM

14 It does not make sense to enlarge South Crosby, when Sweets corners is large enough and can accomodate all the
children. Also, it is the newer school.

11/25/2016 1:55 PM

15 See question 5. Or reduce the number of board staff and specialty multi school staff. 11/14/2016 4:56 PM
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16 Use part of the Sweets Corners school to support the community and not close the school. 11/8/2016 4:38 PM

17 Most community schools are not utilized to maximise the potential that currently exist in our community hubs. This
needs more review from parent advisory and school boards. Educate residents on the importance of good public
education and the schools that provide this service. Educate the residents on the achievements and any special
campaigns that your school, teachers, students participate in.

11/8/2016 5:20 AM

18 Move the French Immersion students back to Sweet's corners where they were prior to the move to South Crosby,
send all the South Crosby students to Sweet's corners, which has room for the entire staff and students without
building on. Sweet's corners is a younger, single story school, totally handicapped accessible. (whereas South Crosby
is not totally handicapped accessible as it is a 2 story school. Sweet's corners has a outdoor track and lighted ball
diamond and acres of land for a future expansion if it was necessary. Send the RIdeau Centennial students to
Lombardy, not South Crosby.

11/2/2016 3:15 PM

19 Offer French immersion at both westport and Sweets Corners. 11/1/2016 8:49 PM

20 I support the closing of Rideau Centenial school. I do not support the closing of Sweets Corners Elementary. I suggest
that a review of available space at Sweets is looked at again. Sweets has enough room to accommodate all South
Crosby students including Rideau Centenial. I advise that instead of spending tax payer dollars on a new school we
invest the money in learning and not facilities as Sweets Corners has the ability to provide a very admirable learning
environment inside the school as well as on the 15.8 hectares of land it sits on. I believe that this space is not only the
most financially responsible option but also provides a great platform for mental Heath to all students through the
amount of green space. It's location is also a plus in that it provides schooling to many surrounding communities and
each community can share in a common school. Instead of having a school in one village we can provide a more
central shared school space to help many communities prosper. Thank you for the opportunity to share my thoughts.

11/1/2016 3:03 PM

21 Rideau Vista should be closed due to low enrollment. Sweets Corners School can accommodate all South Crosby
students and Rideau Vista students. If expansion is needed, it can easily be done at Sweets Corners because there is
ample acreage to do so. The track is excellent condition and the school is in excellent shape. Instead of building an
entirely new building, why not use an existing good school that is already large enough.

10/22/2016 8:48 AM

22 But there was a recommendation where the Rideau District high school becomes a k-12 school. Rather than
upgrading South Crosby to accommodate Sweets Corners...you should directly fix up the highschool therefore saving
money and time as this will eventually be done in a few years again. Many other schools have gone this way
successfully. Start by adding another gym to the high school....start to do the upgrades slowly...

10/22/2016 7:12 AM

23 It would make much more sense to move the majority of the student to sweets corners school. It is a newer school and
it built on a larger lot therefor making it much easier to expand. The parking lot is much more accessible. South Crosby
is a nightmare to park in. Sweets corners can also accommodate more student as it has more available class rooms
the South Crosby.

10/21/2016 10:51 PM

24 Please make South Crosby a middle school (7/8) and send the little ones to Sweets Corner. Take the 7/8s out of
RDHS because that school's resources are overtaxed as it is. The gym schedule is a joke.

10/19/2016 4:12 PM

25 Rideau Centennial with its low enrollment I feel needs to be closed. Those students would have options between
Westport or Smith Falls as well as Elgin. One of the parents I spoke to said Elgin would be too far for her student.
South Crosby and Sweets Corners both have a viable amount of students. It is my understanding that South Crosby
does not have space to accommodate all students, but Sweets Corners does have the space. Why not use a space
that is already set up instead of pouring money into a rebuild? Sweets also has a much bigger yard and is already
wheelchair accessible as a one level school.

10/17/2016 1:18 PM

26 I do not think that they should build at south Crosby. There is not a lot of room there. I do however think Sweets
Corners should remain open and build on there. Much more land, a huge track and plenty of room for bus when using
the circle drive.

10/16/2016 8:08 AM

27 Moreover, I recommend that a feasibility study be carried out to evaluate the situation with consideration to population
trends and projections from a credible third party planning consulting firm, in order to set up a strategy to
accommodate the future needs within the school board. I feel that it would be in the boards best interest in terms of
strategic planning to ensure that the decisions made today are to right ones for tomorrow.

10/14/2016 8:02 PM

28 Boundary lines between schools can be adjusted to reduce over crowding and eliminate temporary portables by
relocating students to schools with excess space. Refocus budgets on teaching core subjects particularly to
elementary students and reducing technology budgets to those students who have already grasped the fundamentals.
Reverse the current policy / practice which places intermediate (grade 7 and 8) students into the high school
environments which would restore student numbers in these rural communities.

10/14/2016 7:25 PM
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29 I feel very strongly that Sweet's Corners should remain open. The school, as a facility, has many excellent attributes,
particularly its outdoor track, soccer fields and extensive green space. The existing school could accommodate its
current enrollment as well as those of South Crosby and Rideau Centennial without the cost of a rebuild or upgrade. I
would recommend that 1) Sweet's Corners remain open with its current catchment; 2) South Crosby be closed instead
and Rideau Centennial and South Crosby students go to Rideau Vista or Sweet's Corners, or; 3) that all core-French
students from South Crosby be bused to Sweet's Corners in order to avoid the multiple split-grade classes.

10/14/2016 4:55 PM

30 I do not support closing RCES I propose moving the English language students from South Crosby to Portland RCES,
making South Crosby a full French Immersion school. I also propose redrawing the catchment areas to more closely
reflect appropriate travel times for all schools on the list. I also suggest that schools with portables have those
students moved to schools with room. This suggestion is not just for the Rideau area schools.

10/14/2016 4:11 PM
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